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product information

Designed by Toan Nguyen with an intentional, rigid exterior and a soft, relaxed interior, infinito™ brings the comforts of home into the office.

Infinito is extremely versatile. Based on a square modularity, it can generate many different configurations and combinations, involving all four directions and interacting with the surrounding architectural spaces. Each element can stand alone in the most traditional layouts or be combined to create island situations.

The low height and compact proportions favor conviviality and interaction among users, while the flexible orientation of the cluster arrangements offers a level of privacy.

**Designer**
Toan Nguyen

**Typology**
Lounge Seating

**Collection**
StudioTK

**Year**
2015

---

**Fabrics & Finishes**

**Upholstery**
Top, middle and bottom of ottoman can be finished in fabrics available from Luum; com/col

**Base finish**
Black Metal

---

**Studio TK**
3940 US 70 Business Hwy, West
Clayton, North Carolina 27520, USA
Tel: 855.941.0262 / Fax: 919.464.2927
www.studiotk.com

®, TM Trademarks of teknion corporation and/or its subsidiaries or licensed to it. Patents may be pending. Some products may not be available in all markets. Contact your local Studio TK representative for availability.
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